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Join City Tech and its Internship Program!

Here at City Tech, our internship program offers employers a strong, diverse and
talented set of individuals who are willing to work hard to build a better tomorrow.

With our internship program, you’ll provide students with valuable experience that is
needed for them to grow their existing passion for advertising design, and, you’ll have
interns who’s mindset is always design-first. Our students are ready to assist in all areas
of the work given.

With their various skill sets in graphic and advertising design our students have obtained
training in graphic software such as Photoshop, Indesign, and Illustrator, making them
highly desirable interns. Students are also exposed to film with Final Cut, and
photography with our studios.

As part of our program, the selection of students available are those who have proven
themselves academically with the best grades in their classes as well as those who have
shown commitment to their work.

Students are available to work 100 hours or perhaps more during the internship period,
providing you with flexible schedule and a dedicated worker. We’ll provide a substantial
workforce that will give real benefit whether it’s individually, working hands on or
working together in a team-focused environment.  

Our interns are looking to create the best possible solutions for any work assignments
that are given to them. For each intern you select from City Tech a mentor is
encouraged allowing employers to provide feedback for the student. This is very
important to us which is why we ask that you give a weekly evaluation of the intern.
With this information, we’ll collaborate to constantly improve our efforts, the efforts of
our students, and our program offerings.

Among this, we’re planning a new onsite assessment program for workplaces
considering mentoring City Tech interns, where Dr. Doh or a member of her staff will
come to the workplace and help potential employers assess their own needs and how
the internship program can help them as well.



Choose a City Tech intern, and you’ll be looking at the newest leaders this world’s got to
offer.

Sincerely,

Pla Y. Doh
Dr. Pla Y. Doh
Director of Internship Opportunities
(718) 123-4567


